Out to the left are the two wide receivers, Glass and Dale. Tight end Garrett, number 88, at the bottom of your screen. Scott Hunter, the quarterback; Brockington; MacArthur Lane. This is Lane breaking loose again. Getting to the 29 yard line; dropped by Mike Weger.

Cosell: This has to be a key series of downs for the Green Bay Packers. They trail by 13 points. They've got all the time in the world left: nine minutes, 39 seconds at this precise second in the third quarter, and then of course all of the fourth quarter. But if they can make this drive stick, they can pick up a touchdown and continue to show that they can run against that Detroit defensive line. Then we've got a ball game that will go down to the final moment.

Gifford: Second down a yard. The ball at the 29. You saw John Staggers bring the play in. This was the call. MacArthur Lane gets the first down or very close to it. At the 31 yard line. NCAA College Football continues again this Saturday with four regional telecasts during the day and a special nighttime telecast. Most of the country will see number two ranked Oklahoma against Colorado during the afternoon with other portions of the country seeing Rice-SMU, Idaho-Idaho State, North Carolina-Wake Forrest. Check your local listing for the time of the game. And then it will be nine o'clock Saturday night—all of you are going to see the game between Arkansas and Texas. On ABC coming up next Saturday.

First and 10 Green Bay from their own 31. Fired over the middle. John Staggers and Scott Hunter really drilled that ball into ...  

Meredith: (cuts in) I know that probably Scott Hunter will get tired of people saying that this is the way Bart Starr used to do it. But this is a pattern that Bart Starr threw very well for a number of years. It's almost impossible to cover, especially when you get that guy to run the route. He's workin' to get the break just right, goes down three or four yards, makes his break. The timing is all due to that pattern.

Gifford: Devine on the left. Bart Starr on the right. First and 10 Green Bay—moving now at their own 43. They trail by 13.

Meredith: Big hole.

Gifford: MacArthur Lane! He's inside the 45 to the 42. Wayne Rasmussen again makes the stop on MacArthur Lane.